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LA851 951109 simple Jupiter exercise To Cleanse  The Blood Stream 
 

21,21mn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. MUDRA: Bend your elbows so that both hands are in front of your body near your heart center. Keep the Jupiter fingers pointing 
straight while using your thumbs to lock your other fingers. The Jupiter finger of your right hand points straight up. The Jupiter finger 
of the left hand is parallel to the ground and points to the right thumb. Allow a space of six inches between the left Jupiter finger and 
the thumb of your right hand. (This space allows the flow of an electromagnetic filament of energy.) 
 
POSTURE & BREATH: Sit in Easy Pose with a straight spine. Keep your chin in and your 
chest out. Close your eyes 9/10ths. Make a circle of your mouth and drink the air in deeply 
through your mouth as you inhale and exhale deeply through your nose. 7 minutes 
 
2. In the same position, chant with the tape of "Wahe Guru, Wahe Guru, Wahe Guru, 
Wahe Jio", French version, for 5 minutes. Use the tip of your tongue to chant. 
 
3. Begin to whisper the mantra. Yogi Bhajan played Nirinjan Kaur's tape of "Every 
Heartbeat" while instructing the students to concentrate on their whispered chanting of 
the Wahe Jio mantra. 3 minutes 
 
4. Chant the mantra "Aad sach, jugaad sach, haibhay sach, Nanak hosee, bhay sach", 
again concentrating on the mantra while "Every Heartbeat" is played. 1 ½  minutes 
 
To Finish: Inhale and hold your breath 15 20 seconds while stretching your spine upward. This 
meditation relaxes you so you can achieve mom stretch in your spine than is usually possible   really stretch your lower spine. 
Concentrate on each vertebra. Exhale. Repeat the sequence two more times. 
 
Yogi Bhajan's Comments: This is a Jupiter meditation, and if you really give if your best, it may do a miracle It is all up to you. The 
first seven minutes can cleanse your bloodstream. If you breathe properly and fully, it can take away your fatigue and tension, It is a 
conscious breath that can bring you a most beautiful relie 
Okay, this Saturday there is a tantric yoga with me.  What is that?  Eleventh wedding anniversary Ravi Singh their (?) kaur cookies 
will be served.   
Student:  (-------) 
YB:  That’s good.  The flowers, flowers go to alter  hummm! watch it open it up.  Relax we will have a fun not necessary to push our 
luck and else.  It is the horse put it up.  (?)  
Student:  (--------) 
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YB:  Hey! you come here doctor. Take this horse up let everybody see it, yeah ladies don’t care, you’re fool. 
Students:  Laughs. 
YB:  Chinese jail horse good that’s all.  Now you know what I mean? Everything has a weight.  Well, this is how it is not that this is 
how it was.  It’s a fact you are human and you have two legs and two hands and you have nine holes that’s why you are called thirteen 
and the scripture says you are born with thirteen you live by thirteen and you die by thirteen.  Thirteen is a very serious number in 
which normally some hotels you’ll go you will never find a thirteen store, thirteen floor.  Thirteen is considered very serious number 
because has reminded a man that you are born to live, to die, to merge that’s what thirteen actually means. 
Now, just consider your life, you are happy or unhappy I’m not concerned with it, whether you are conscious or not that’s my 
concern.  Can you see that everybody has a spirit in his soul and a self everybody has it identity it’s reality, it’s personality is to tack 
by itself and can you have the power of understanding not to interfere with anybody, have you lived last five thousand years and 
reached a point live and let live.  These are the things you have to understand if your personal fantasies and personal nervousness do 
not match up by your personal reality you’ll never have a factual reality, you’ll never find your factual personal doesn’t matter how 
many yoga you study, how many teachers you go, how many books you study what ever hanky, panky you do that and how much 
money you pay and how religious you pretend to be, you are just zero useless, you won’t find yourself.  Because fact is when you 
have a judgment you have insecurity, when you have a reservation you have a reason, your reason you are all going, to our going you 
have a logic, your logic you have a theory with the theory you are personal you are not divine you have duality.  That’s how simply it 
goes it not the way we talk and life oh…. I’m Brahma nothing all you produces pee and poo that’s all.  All this godliness and this lies 
and this hanky panky and this performance and this all sail talk, it does no reality, absolutely no reality. 
You can shake hand, white cannot shake hand with black, black cannot with brown, brown (?) you are still killing each other 
ethnically you call it, I mean you look at the word at large.  Basically you do not know and their is nothing to know, you do not know 
Wahe Guru but their is nothing to know, you do not know who you are and their is nothing to know, you are a creature that’s it, and if 
you just can relax with this (?) creature just with that fact that I’m a creature mentally, spiritually, and personally, then nature will 
provide you opportunities you will never be poor, you’ll never without shelter, you’ll never without food, you’ll never without 
goodness of the life.  That’s a law is called cosmic law.   
So long you do not understand you are a creature then you are you hustle.  Go seven o’ clock to our hustling go to work come back 
five o’clock do all what you are doing that’s called Karma.  Same work you are doing right now if you do that you are a creature it is 
just a job to be done all your symptoms of insecurity will disappear and you’ll find a path.  Now, whatever from last three thousand 
years, four thousand years you have been taught is antic absolutely half sleep it won’t work.  You are healthy, are you equally 
mentally healthy?  You are equally mentally healthy, are you spiritually, absolutely healthy?  If you are physically healthy, mentally 
healthy, spiritually healthy, are you self healthy?  Self which controls all the three faculties.  Look I’m not bothering you for 
directories in but let me tell you I have done all that what occult power all that does to talk about you know? No, it doesn’t work 
either that’s not divine. I used to do like this with the hand and I used to draw water.  I haven’t just to impress people it is not 
something bad just tell them I’m superior it didn’t work, you are never superior you are only superior if you understand you are in the 
infinite creator and you are just as infinite creature and you have to pass through this creation with love and affection with the equality 
and unity with harmony and considering everybody as you.  You cannot live and discriminate oh that’s beautiful, that’s ugly, that’s 
right, that’s wrong, that’s high, that’s low (?) this will never serve, then you’ll ask if you do not what is good, what is bad how we 
live, that’s what you asking.  You start conscious breathing you have all answers, you breath consciously, you inhale consciously, you 
exhale consciously you’ll get all answers.   
So long you are unconsciously breathing you are unconsciously living.  What is the idea of conscious breathing?  With  conscious 
breathing you can work, you can talk anything, but you are always into that self of that creator as a creature.  You enjoy the 
unisonness of God within you.  Between yourself the supreme self is united that is the character we all have to build to survive.   
I went to India this time great reception millions of people you can believe it.  I was looking at that one day I actually did like this I 
thought from some unicore horn has grown on my forehead.  What are they expecting me for?  That was the question I ask.  I spoke in 
seminar, I spoke from the stage, I from (?) I said what are you loving me for?  I’m  sixty-six plus man very old, no good, what you 
loving me for?  Why you want to love me for?  What you are getting?  Why you can’t let me walk? Why you go down and touch my 
feet ?  Don’t you think I’ll fall. 
Students:  Laugh. 
YB:  Or you give me a way.  Why you are all hugging?  Why you walking with me?  Why I have to walk with two hundred people, 
five hundred people, one thousand people.  I was asking them these question.  These are all on their videos.  What has gone to me?  
My feet has swollen, my hand has swollen, my eyes are puffy, I’m tired, you don’t let me sleep at all.  Twenty-four hours you are on 
me like I don’t exist.  What’s the problem?  They didn’t have the answer, just bless it must (?) your things, bless us, bless us.  There 
was so much pain, there is so much pain in you, so much insecurity and because of that insecurity so much pain that you are almost 
insane and that is not the way should be.  A day has passed today somehow and tomorrow it will become yesterday and tomorrow will 
come tomorrow it can one thing most beautiful about tomorrow is it cannot come today. 
Students:  Laugh. 
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YB:  Yeah, some will not see tomorrow.  Some may not live after twelve o’ clock tonight they will never see tomorrow.  Tomorrow is 
when you and moreover you all say we believe in God and you love God.  When you get up in the morning do you thank your eyes, 
do you thank your ears, do you thank your face, do you thank your organs of the body which work for you whole night.  You are 
absolutely not touch with yourself.  Do you in the morning move your fingers and move toes and feel your legs and feel your thighs, 
and feel your body, feel your face and say thank you.  Aren’t you not ashamed that they worked whole night and in the morning you 
have no time for all that.  Do you talk to them, I’m not going to ask you to raise your hand  I know nobody does it.  No I’m just 
asking, are you really conscious, you want to be prosperous.   
The organ which serve you through the night throughout the day, throughout the evening twenty-four hours your life.  Heart which 
beats, brain which thinks, lungs which breath for you the other all things continuously going on.  Do you have any idea that you can 
sit down and meditate and say, thank you, thank you, thank you.  If you thank you your ears you’ll hear better, because must 
understand you do not know you have ears and you do cannot concentrate that’s one problem you all have, you cannot concentrate 
that you hear from your ears.  If a person can concentrate that ears are there and he hears through ears there is nothing you’ll 
misunderstand, there is no knowledge that person cannot have.  You think you hear through ears because that’s what they say.  But do 
you consciously hear through your ears?  When you go deaf then you sat yeah what you say, what?  Then you realize you are not 
hearing.  It is a medical fact that after fifteen minutes the talk between two person has no effect.  Oh yes, that’s why you see I lecture 
and I stop. 
Students:  Laughs. 
YB:  Mostly what I say from last twenty-five years it goes.  I say the same thing I don’t say much, I say the same thing what I am 
saying from last twenty-five years is in the beginning is you, in the middle is you and in the end is you and there is no problem all 
problems are created by your own insecurity by your nervousness, by your fantasies.  When your insecurity and nervousness or 
fantasy exceed your reality your in trouble.  When you start writing checks when their is no balance your check start bouncing.  When 
your cell yourself very hot, I’m very charming and I was talking to just a girl today  
I said, “what is this you have one boy friend everyday.” 
She said, “I cannot live alone.” 
I said, “Do you know what is going to happen to you”? 
She said, “No, no, no may I know.” 
I said, “ You are not working from last three years, all you are doing is searching boy friends.  Who is going to work for you?  Boy 
friends don’t work.  And you are loosing your money whatever you got and ultimately one day you’ll be on the road, you can pay you 
bills”.   
Your existence within you, your reality within you, your personality for you is as important as you are important as you are important 
to yourself.  All time you waste with others is not right, but on the other hand man is a social animal this is what Aristotle said, true.  
But if you are socializing with compassion and kindness you are not animal you are human, but if you are socializing with your kind, 
compassion and you are absolutely graceful which requires manners then you are an angel.   
Your life is based on manners therefore your wishes, your desires, your fantasies, your everything does not count.  That’s why they 
say only discipline counts.  People do not understand when man say, oh! hey don’t you have emotions? don’t you have feeling?  Do I 
have emotions, I have lot of emotions, lot of feeling.  I do feel horny all the time, what’s wrong with that.  It is not wrong to feel 
negative, feel horny, feel depressed, feel scared it’s nothing wrong with it.  But just don’t let it touch you.  That much the discipline 
you have to have a mental discipline.  You must have control or you must rule your own mind those who have to rule the world has to 
obey one rule, they must have mastery of their thoughts and mind.  You cannot let your emotions and your feelings take over then 
you’ll say if their are no emotions, no feeling what should we do?  Yes you do you have manners, you have expectations, you have 
attitude, you have lot of things.  All those things are yours, all those things are for you.  Is a discipline that one day I’m coming to LA 
I’ll teach a class, is a discipline.  Somebody will come somebody will not come doesn’t matter.  It is my progative, it’s my discipline 
to come and meet and teach you and share with you an experience.  Because you must understand Kundalini yoga is different than all 
other yoga’s.  
Kundalini yoga is not a philosophy, Kundalini yoga is not a bunch of exercises, Kundalini yoga is not a one man show or many thing 
this does not bring angels and heavens on the earth we promise nothing, we promise you one thing you within you shall have an 
experience, and everything else is bogus.  You can buy, sell, get, done everything one thing you cannot do you cannot have 
experience within you of yourself and if you don’t have that you have no confidence.   
You know I was, it was a funny experience for me this is first time happened Amirtsar at Golden temple I was there.   
So police said, “We have your security.” 
I said, “Yeah, what do you want”? 
They said, “We have to make a compromise with you.  You will go to the function and we’ll escort that’s our responsibility, but to 
Golden temple you cannot go in the morning because they expect you, you cannot go in the evening because they expect you.” 
I said, “Ho, then what do you mean.” 
They said, “We’ll go midnight.” 
Students:  Laugh. 
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YB:  Because they don’t expect you at midnight.  It’s okay something is better then nothing.  I didn’t like it but what I could do?  So 
we go midnight, every night.  It was the most funniest phenomena of my life.  When I go  into the pool in the (?) nectar tank with 
three-four people, I found something very funny all the fishes of the tank were their with a little face up (?)… and they were 
thousands.  First day we didn’t notice, we said, wow! There is something there doesn’t matter.  Second day it was very evident and 
then they started jumping and we realized they are fishes, and then I asked that man on duty,  
I said, “Normally when a person go in they should just run away.”                                                        
He said, “That’s true.” 
I said, “What they are doing here?” 
He said, “I don’t either.” 
Students:  Laugh. 
YB:  And they don’t do it often what they are doing today, and we are watching it from last three days, when you come I say, “well 
the audience is provided.” I‘m supposed to have audience right?  I’m supposed to have congregation.  If  humans are not available 
fishes will do have.   
Students:  Laugh. 
YB:  What else it was fun to watch.  Because they are souls also.  When you do not relate to your soul, you cannot relate to soul of 
anything.  Then you go wrong and then things go wrong for you.  There is nothing so serious to do something serious.  No, no, no just 
understand as you are alive everything is alive, and with this living the enjoy in being living and letting living recognize everything 
living is very graceful.  I’m not asking you to join me in any effort all I’m asking you to recognize because I hate to see you in pain, I 
hate to see you poor and I hate to see you hustling. 
It’s not that I don’t have problems.  I have more problems that you can ever count.  Well, there are problems and there are solutions.  
There is a day and there is night.  But there is no, you know what I mean?  There is no self harassment.  Lot of people said I’m a 
terrible, horrible, miserable idiot man.  I said, “Thank you, you recognize me better then others.  What difference it makes, if a stupid 
tell me I’m stupid what difference it makes.  Who say, will says, says what that person says.  You spitted the Moon at full Moon you 
are not going get anyway, this is going come back on you.  When you point this finger to somebody three’s are towards you.  It makes 
no difference.  Well somebody appreciate you somebody hate you.  Question is what is your discipline.  Do you know who you are?  
If somebody say you are wrong, are you wrong?  That’s the question.  If somebody say you are right, are you right?  That’s the 
question.   
Let’s get to that state tonight, I’m sorry I have to on this tour and then I have to come back to LA and after Guadalajara and all that, 
because I have never been to Boston, neither to New York for a long time I’m can gone lazy.  So everybody is know after my blood.  
So I have to go.  This daughter of mine I said if you produce beautiful babies I’ll come and visit you and she had kept her part of 
bargains so I have to give my part of bargain, so, I have to go their naturally when I go to Boston I cannot ignore New York, and then 
I have to go to Guadalajara to this beautiful book festival where we meet the entire Spanish word which is our neighbor then I’ll be 
back and if you want the class here in LA you come on and I’ll teach twice a week.  More then that forget it, more then that you 
practice.   
This Aquarian Age I do not know how many days I can be with you physically as many days you can learn it is to your advantage, 
and after that teachings are there figure it our yourself.  I have almost done my job.  I brought the original teachings for every 
common person.  So they can exist, because I know as a fact with all this camouflage and this nonsense and good tittles and 
everything then they work.  You have no experience within yourself then you are a poor simple idiotic talk doesn’t work.  What 
impresses another person?  It’s you.  Now when I am talking be aware.  I did all that stuff, you know those gili, gili’s but I found out 
that won’t work either temporarily yes, permanently you are ineffective. 
So, tonight we’ll do a very simple Jupiter exercise Moon is in the full swing therefore mind is very clear, and if you do this 

exercise and kill yourself on it.  It may do a miracle tonight.  You know what I am 
saying?  You understand?  It is all up to you, I’m not going to do as for I’m concerned 
you already paid, time is already up. I couldn’t go home and tell you thank you very 
much and good to look at you bye.  But less work all right.  Thus put ourselves into it.  
This is the Jupiter finger please point it this way.  It is very simple exercise, this is Jupiter 
finger and this is Jupiter finger too and point this that way, and that has to be near heart. 
 
SIDE -B 
 
Center two fingers up one is parallel to the ground and that’s left.  I don’t think you have 
to too much very simple thing.  This straight as it is and this and this is my thumb, and 
this finger points near thumb leave in  between about six inches distance to create a 
electromagnetic filament of the energy that’s required don’t touch.  See I’m very correct, 
there is no problem.  It is very simple chin in chest out eyes one-tenth of the open only 

and please make a ring of your lips. You have seen the African tribe which lives very long they were short in size and they live on 
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trees, they don’t build a house.  That they don’t die because they breath through the ring of the mouth.  They were very perfect good 
people.  They learned that trick like drinking and breath out.  Breath out through nose breath in through the ring of the mouth.   
Make a ring of the mouth air must come through the lips like as you are kissing something you are sucking something that for what 
you have to do and breath through the nose.  You have to exactly do this seven minutes by watch.  That will cleans your entire 
circulatory system whatever your blood stream is total splay of the blood will touch in with the direct oxygen and will purify itself.  
Then we’ll do second stretch and then three.  Come on now well, understand it does a science.  You have locked in the Jupiter energy 
that’s fine.   
If you breath properly breath full it will take away your fatigue and your tension and will give you very beautiful relief, and it is 
conscious breathing.  Breath in through the lips breath out through the nose.  Breath consciously stretch your spine so you may not 
have any bent because the relaxation can allow you to stretch your own spine and adjust your own spine so you may not have a 
backache.  All the ache shoulder and all the headache you can in this, this exercise will relax you very powerfully and you just keep 
this back of this spine stretched all the way pulled up so that you can get rid of that pain.   
I have to play that French tape time is going to be soon over get ready. We are going to play exact in minute and a half the tape and 
you’ll chant that with the tip of your tongue.  To understand the meridian of the upper palate and hypothalamus may be stimulated.  
Keep breathing and keep relaxing and keep stretching your spine that’s the best way to stretch hips and lower back and spine to get rid 
of all the pain.   
If you yawn it is very good, if you feel dizzy it’s wonderful, whatever it doesn’t make any sense other you are being totally relaxed.  
Well, folks you have one more minute to go breath very properly and authentically.  Be extremely creative now for this last minute.  
Start the tape everybody must participate. 
(tape) 
YB:  (talks over music) Tip of the tongue and upper palate let they union. 
dialogue of YB……  
(tape stops) 
YB:  Now whisper. 
Students:  (---------) 
YB:  Concentrate we are going to diversify you. 
(tape) 
YB:  (talks over music) Concentrate, concentrate. 
(tape stops) 
YB:  Hold the breath concentrate on your spine and each vertebra and all the muscle around please squeeze take the (?) from the 
lower up.  Breath out inhale again now from the tale bone all the way up command all the muscle and pull upwards.  Hesitate not 
breath out one more time inhale deep, deep, deep, hold tight and now please this time go away all the twenty-six vertebrates one, two, 
three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, twenty, 
twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-six go and now relax.  You can’t be what you were before so 
relax now happy birthday to…  
Students:  Laugh 
YB:  Come on now don’t space out we have to add cookies. 
Students:  Happy birthday to you. 
YB:  Concentrate, concentrate, concentrate it is anniversary birthday something like that, but let us sing something.                     
Students:  Happy birthday to you…..laughs. 
YB:  All of you good now may the long time…. 
Students:  Sings. 
YB:  sat…… 
Students: sat nam….. 
YB:  Blessed at those who bless themselves greet at those who protect the purity of great God in their heart.  Prosperous of those who 
feel their head belongs to God almighty the creator in consciousness they love all.  And in our environments there are kind, 
compassionate and graceful and walk in love for all living being and things which is exist by the sense of the creator and they have 
respect life in consciousness in everything which exist in that memory they also honor their own life and their existence.  May all 
peace, prosperity, and grace be with them sat nam.  Thank you it will be very appropriate and it will be very useful when you go home 
you take lemon and water make it with a reasonable sweeten tonight I know some of you hate to eat sugar.  But you always do not 
mind three pieces of cake. 
Students:  Laugh. 
YB:  You know what I mean?  Or you can put honey or you can  put what they call low-slow whatever that is.  Yeah, it should have 
some sweet taste lemon mate with water reasonably cool.  If you drink the spinal adjustment and spinal fluid will adjust itself better 
and you’ll have good night sleep.  So please try that way for your own adjustment otherwise it will be a fry pan and friction you.  I’m 
not kidding this, this is expected because the serum in the spine has lowered it can show a common effect on you or reverse of it.  So 
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why do have a disturb night.  It just one lemon and water and some kind of sweetness so tongue must taste sweetener and it is 
essential. 
Now cookies are first sweetness to start.  Wow! very good made in Japan wow. 
Students:  Laughs. 
YB:  Oh! wow! How are you doing?  Best teacher. 
Student:  (----------) 
YB:  (-----------).  Wow! What’s that?   
Student:  (----------) 
YB:  Very good, very good.  Okay you get up serve this. 
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